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Next Newsletter    
For the September issue please send your contributions by Monday 7 September 2020.   

If you miss the deadline we may not be able to include your copy.  Please, wherever possible, send  
details by email as a Word attachment to the email in Arial 12p font in plain text, 350 words  

maximum, to heavenly_white_one@yahoo.co.uk  
 

Alternatively handwritten contributions may be sent to:   
Jean White, 64 Vicarage Lane, Acton, Sudbury CO10 0UQ.  Tel: 01787 370654 

 
Whilst every care has been taken in the compilation of this newsletter,  

errors and omissions are not the responsibility of the publisher or of the editor.   
Opinions, where expressed, are not necessarily those of the publisher or the editor.   

If a group isn’t mentioned in SU3AN, please check your Membership Card  
or the Sudbury U3A website, for details of Leader and Telephone Number. 

 
Printed by Indigo Ross,  Spectrum House, Woodhall Business Park, Sudbury CO10 1WH  

Telephone:  01787 880260  

Chairman’s message 
 
Hello everyone 
 
I would just like to begin by thanking you for keeping your contributions coming to our newsletter.  As I 
said in the previous issue - it helps us put across the message that our U3A is still open for business!  
 
As life slowly gets back to normal we all look forward to the resumption of many of our activities, some of 
which are now possible.  Hopefully, by the time you read this, our options will be greater - but in the 
meantime, I know many groups are finding alternative ways to meet - Zoom, Google Meet etc. I also 
know many are keeping in touch with members by picking up the telephone just to chat.  Thank you all.  
 
Our pilot Zoom monthly meeting took place last month (who would have thought this time last year we 
would be holding meetings online?).  Anne Grimshaw presented a truly entertaining talk entitled I'll 
come back - whatever happens. Feedback from those who attended was very positive so we will  
continue holding our monthly meetings via Zoom for the near future.  Colette Bentley gives details of  
future talks on page 4. 
 
IMPORTANT: You will need to register to 'attend' the meetings so please contact Tony Lee on  
tony.s.lee@icloud.com no later than seven days beforehand please. 
 
We are continually looking at other things to offer you.  If you attended our AGM you will remember  
Hexachordia who treated us to music from the Tudor era.  One of the group's members, Sarah Doig, is  
a regular speaker of local and general history and she has compiled an online serialisation of her book 
The Little History of Suffolk.  This covers the history of early Suffolk up to 20th and 21st century  
Suffolk and we have subscribed. There are eight episodes in total which you can click on and view at a 
time to suit you. Details are on the Events page of our website.  
 
Thanking you all for your support, and I look forward to seeing you soon. In the meantime enjoy the rest 
of the summer. 
 
Take care  
Anita Floodgate  

 
Editor’s note:  I believe we all thought there might be a problem with a low volume of contributions for 
this issue.  But instead the opposite has been true.  I have received so much copy that I can’t  
possibly include everything.  I have tried to even things out as much as possible, in some cases  
giving precedence to copy received from groups that haven’t been featured before or for a long time.  I 
have held copy over for the September issue and will do my best to include it all in that issue.   
 
Thanks everyone for supporting SU3AN so well. 

mailto:jean.white10@tiscali.co.uk
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=indigo+ross+address&oq=indigo+ross+address&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i61j69i65l3j69i60.4046j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#
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When I was asked if I would be the speaker for the first-ever U3A 
Zoom meeting (thanks to coronavirus) my initial reaction was no. 
I’m not a technophobe or computer Luddite but I do tend to  
approach something like this with a pessimistic “What if...?”  
However, just two days before I was asked by the U3A, I had 
somehow managed to join in a trans-Atlantic Zoom meeting  
without any help so I was feeling somewhat elated, and I agreed. 
 
I was asked to do one of my slide-talks. Just one problem: how 
do you show slides when the camera lens is focused on the 
speaker (me)?  There must be a way but let’s keep it simple, at 

least for starters. Do I have a talk with no slides? Yes. How will that work out? It’ll be just me talking to 
the audience (camera). All the time? Yes. Hmmm... Oh well, if they get fed up of looking at me they can 
look out of the window or do something else – as though they were listening to the radio. 
 
So, I looked at my notes for this talk which was entitled I’ll come back – whatever happens to refresh 
my memory of it. I was acutely aware of the rustle as I turned over the pages and I wished I had an  
autocue like TV newsreaders do. I then practised turning over the pages silently with minimum  
movement of my arms which could be irritating to the audience. It was strange sitting there staring at the 
laptop and talking to myself with no ‘real’ audience to provide feedback.  
 
A couple of mini-Zoom meetings and phone calls with the U3A meeting host Tony Lee and chair Anita 
Floodgate clarified various points for me. There was no going back now. What if gremlins struck? They 
didn’t. It seemed to go smoothly. At the end I could see silent applause. Tony told me afterwards that the 
Unmute button would not Unmute en-masse so I could not hear the applause. Even so, it was quite  
comforting: if the audience was clapping in their own homes without my actually being there, they really 
must have liked it! I was greatly cheered by that thought. 
 
So what were they clapping for? Well, as some U3A members might remember from several years ago, I 
gave a slide-talk about how I researched a Lancaster bomber and her crew that was shot down over 
France during the war. I knew nothing about the RAF or aeroplanes when I started but I was quickly 
hooked and it has become a lifelong interest. This talk was a spin-off from that. 
 
As I said in that slide-talk, the research took a long time and I was feeling my way through this whole 
new world which was a steep learning curve for me. Anyone I met who had been in the RAF during the 
war was quizzed. This was how I met ‘Claire Longwood’ (not her real name) who told me that during the 
war she had been a WAAF (Women’s Auxiliary Air Force). She had broken an unwritten WAAF rule: 
never fall in love with aircrew. She had also broken King’s Regulations by falling head-over-heels for a 
new navigator who had recently been posted to her squadron. Relationships were very much frowned 
upon probably because they were considered detrimental to military discipline or something but, of 
course, they happened and many a WAAF cried herself to sleep when her boyfriend’s Lancaster did not 
return. Claire was one of them. And, for Claire, it did not end there... “Missing in action”...so where was 
he? Claire’s determination to find out became something of an obsession. Was he trying to find her too? 
 
In the process of my Lancaster research I came across several people who told me of things that had 
happened in relation to RAF places and people that are not easily explained. There are some very  
down-to-earth-types in wartime Bomber Command who were not given to flights of fancy. I have no  
reason to disbelieve them. 
 
One lady I spoke to had even travelled to Canada in the 1990s to interview the only survivors of her  
father’s crew: two Canadians from the Royal Canadian Air Force. His aircraft was shot down and he was 
posted as ‘Missing’. That’s the length that some people go to try to find out. 
 
Another lady told me she had been to France to speak to local people after her brother’s Lancaster was 
shot down near their village and he was never accounted for. There was an eyewitness who had been a 
teenager at the time – France was under German occupation and he had been out illegally after curfew 
the night her brother’s Lancaster was shot down. He could have been arrested so he hid. He saw two 
German soldiers manhandling a man in flying kit and beating him up. Whether it was her brother or not, 
she never found out. It could well have been for not everyone abided by the Geneva Convention.  
Obviously, the teenage eyewitness had kept his mouth shut. 
 
I used to visit a former Lancaster flight engineer who lived at Horringer – he died a few years ago. He 
told me that sometime in the 1960s he and his family were out for a drive one day and, just for fun, he 
drove onto an old airfield. Nothing was fenced off and the control tower was open so he, his wife, his 12-
year-old son and Corgi dog went inside whereupon the dog sat down, and with head back, howled like a 
wolf and would go no further. His wife was shivering with the cold. His son said, “Dad, can we go now, I 
don’t like it here.” He himself said the hairs on the back of his neck stood up. His wife hated it so much 
she refused to talk about it even decades later. 
                     contd... 
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I met the owner of an old airfield and he told me that from time to time he heard aircraft engine noise, 
sometimes at night, sometimes during the day but there was never an aircraft in sight. One of the old 
buildings on the airfield had a strange ‘feel’ about it and his adult daughter was reluctant to go in it. (It 
has since become a museum – I wonder if any visitors ‘feel’ anything?) 
 
I was told of a new bungalow that had been built near the site of some Nissen huts that had been used 
by the RAF for accommodation, some distance from the airfield itself. In the summer the householders 
would sit out in the garden. On more than one occasion they could smell pipe smoke but no one smoked 
at all, let alone a pipe, and there were no near neighbours. 
 
I read an article in a horse magazine (another of my interests) about a horse that was very uneasy in a 
particular paddock near a former airfield. It turned out that a wartime airman had crashed there and 
been killed. 
 
For examples less than 20 miles from here, have a look at this article in the recent East Anglian Daily 
Times: https://www.eadt.co.uk/news/weird-suffolk-rougham-haunted-control-tower-1-6664478.  
 
I am just telling you these few examples so you can make up your own mind whether sometimes fact is 
stranger than fiction.  
 
With the heightened emotions of wartime, the rollercoaster of tragedy and elation, is it any wonder that 
people see and hear things? When everyday life is on a knife-edge and control of your life is in someone 
else’s hands for both airmen and civilians, perhaps people tried to have some semblance of control by 
making things happen in their imagination but wanting it so desperately that it seemed real. I don’t 
know... The mind plays tricks. Does the past impinge on the present in ways we cannot comprehend?  
 
Whatever you think, I hope you enjoyed this curious tale. Perhaps I shouldn’t tempt fate but I’ll come 
back – whatever happens. 
 

Anne Grimshaw 
 
With thanks to Anita Floodgate, Tony Lee and Conrad Bentley for technical expertise in setting up Zoom 
and organising a recording. 
 
P.S.  I would like to thank all those people who telephoned and emailed Anita, Tony and myself saying 
how much they had enjoyed this talk. I get such a kick out of people saying they like what I do. I am 
thrilled and delighted that you enjoyed it so much. It is so gratifying to know that and much appreciated. 
 
See also: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2165800/The-heroines-Bomber-Command-
heartbreaking-letters-women-left-behind.html This vividly encapsulates the experiences of WAAFs and 
other women who fell in love with a ‘Bomber Boy’. 
 
 

Future talks via Zoom 
 
Due to our cancelled monthly meetings we have now gone down the  
avenue of asking speakers if they would be prepared to give their talks via 
Zoom. 
 
After a successful trial with Anne Grimshaw in June and Lee Marsden in 
July we now have two more talks for August and September. 
 
Tuesday 25 August:  10am. Speaker Sarah E Doig of Ancestral Heritage. 
‘The A to Z of Curious Suffolk’: strange stories of mystery, crimes and  
eccentrics. 
 
Tuesday 22 September:  10am. Speaker Mark Mitchels.  An excellent 
speaker, who has spoken to us on several occasions, will give his talk on 
‘Classic Comic Novels’ (Jeeves, 3 Men In A Boat, and Cold Comfort).   

 
Tony Lee will send out the invitations to members wishing to listen via Zoom. 
 

Colette Bentley 
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Architecture Plus in London  
 

It feels a very long time ago that the group went to London, I don’t think 
we realised how lucky we were to fit it in before tedious  
lockdown.  
 
To start we had a magnificent, but really rather cold guided tour of the 
Barbican. Our guide was superb focusing on the architecture of the area, 
designed by Chamberlin, Powell and Bon and built by Ove Arup. We 
learned about the housing, its always been quite posh in contrast to the 
Golden Lane estate next door, the frustrating walkways- designed for the 

inhabitants so no wonder visitors go a little crazy, the public spaces and a 
very private one, where the different claddings were tested. White marble tiles were happily too expensive 
so we got textured concrete - all hand drilled which has stood the test of time and not fallen off. Then we 
had lunch, the Barbican has at least 3 eating places, which get more expensive as you go up a level.  
 
At the Museum of London, there was a chance for nostalgia as well as history, and an exhibition of the  
museum’s planned new site - the Smithfield meat markets - the current museum site may be a concert hall.  
 
Then on to the Guildhall Museum (photo above) with the subterranean amphitheatre, and a small but very 
varied art collection. On the way to the Sky Garden we walked through alleys and courts which survived the 
city’s re-building and the great fire - the wig-makers have gone, the coffee houses remain. The “Garden” (a 
lot of potted plants but where one of us even managed to get a free cocktail) is on the top floors of that  
contender for our most hated building, the Walkie Talkie. The wretched virus was already making itself 
known at that point but we seem to have survived and it was satisfying to be able to give away the surplus 
tickets for the Sky Garden to others in the queue before passing through the airport style security, (tickets 
are free anyway but people seemed amazingly grateful). 
 
Now unable to indulge in our favourite occupation of getting out and looking at stuff and meeting people we 
have restricted ourselves to one modest on line activity which is Guess Where now on week 4. One photo 
a week, the winner gets  the honour, glory and chance to pick the photo for next week. Roll on the end of 
lock-down and the chance to get out properly again.  
 

Jane Crumpton-Taylor 

 

Latin  
 
You do know Latin!  Not a quiz exactly, but how many do you know? 
 
annus horribilis;  ad nauseum;  caveat emptor;  habeas corpus;  et cetera;  carpe diem;  magnum opus;  
tempus fugit;  terra firma;  alma mater;  in flagrante delecto!;  in loco parentis;  post mortem;  ad infinitum; 
ad lib (ad libitum); bona fide;  (non!) compus mentis;  in situ;  ad hoc;  per ardua ad astra;. 
  
‘Jennie Latin’ 
Jennie Leech 
 

Diary and Group news 

 

Walking  
We are attempting to restart the walking 
group in the very limited way that we can at 
the present time with groups of no more 
than 6 leaving the meeting point at 10  
minute intervals.  The first walk on 13 July 
has been arranged and If this works out 
there will be a walk on 10 August, details 
yet to be planned.  Information on the  
website.   
  
Group leaders: Brian Orton, 07958 
093631 / Moira Orton, 07928 092402 
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Garden Visits  

At last we are all able to get out and about and meet some friends and loved ones but 
still in a very limited way and I am afraid for us, limiting group sizes to 6, social  
distancing and the fact that there is no car sharing means that for the foreseeable  
future we are still unable to visit the lovely gardens planned for this year and the visits 
for the next two months have been cancelled. 
 
I hope some of you have been able to enjoy the virtual visits of gardens on the NGS 
Website. There have been some beautiful gardens to see.  
 
Leader: Moira Orton 01787 269432 / 07928 092402 
 

 

Tracing your ancestors 
 
The Trace Your Ancestors and DNA Testing and Analysis groups are organised and hosted by Trevor and 
Mary Rix. The emphasis is on teaching members how to research thoroughly, recording their results on 
their own laptops as they progress. Since lockdown we have been meeting every Thursday at 10am via 
Zoom. Sharing screens online is a great method to continue during these troubled times.  
Contact trevor@trevorrix.co.uk or mary@clapstile.co.uk or 01284 828115. 
 
Margaret Williams recounts her story these past few months ... 
 
I am a fairly new member of this Sudbury U3A group after a friend took me to an open afternoon meeting 
last October. It was something I had thought about many times after I retired from teaching, but never got 
around to doing anything about it.  I am Worcestershire born and bred, moving to Suffolk some 20 years 
ago to be near part of my family. After some thought and discussion with my friend, we decided to join 
Mary and Trevor's Trace your Ancestors and DNA group. 
 
We started after Christmas, attending their home for a few sessions before we were in lockdown. We were 
asked what we wanted to achieve first and I explained to Trevor that as an adopted child there would be 
little to find as there was hardly any knowledge about my natural family, including an unknown father. 
 
Just after WW2 started, I can imagine how a young girl giving birth to a child she didn’t want during  
wartime was trauma enough. I was fostered for a short period before ending up on my grandparents’  
doorstep. They vowed to care for me which they did until I was 7 years old. At which time I think they felt 
they could not give me many opportunities, so I was adopted. 
 
On Mary and Trevor's advice I did an AncestryDNA test. When the results came back some weeks later, 
they didn’t mean much to me except my ethnicity was truly English, no surprise. Having given Mary and 
Trevor access to my results they immediately looked at my match list, concentrating on my three best 
matches.  Was I in for a surprise! I had mentioned I had a half brother who I believed was in Australia, but 
knew nothing more than a birth name and that we had the same mother. Mary and Trevor were truly 
amazing. They had found that I was matched with my brother’s grandson, in Australia!! He had taken an  
AncestryDNA test and his mother was trying to establish if he had some aboriginal heritage somewhere 
way back. 
 
Within a couple of days Mary and Trevor, by contacting those matches, had an email address for my 
brother and his wife. As with all these discoveries there is a huge element of surprise, shock even, as was 
the case for my brother. He had never known he had a sister as he had been brought up by mother, 
knowing little about her family. 
 
Through more research Mary discovered the two other close matches were from Herefordshire but even 
more amazing was the fact that it was from my father’s side! I now have a name for him, the hidden  
secret for 80 years! 
 
I have been in regular touch with my brother and his wife since all was revealed. I am delighted to have 
found him. He is over the moon as he now has a family he never knew about. Our daughters are writing 
to each other too.  It’s all a bit overwhelming for him and I am sure in time we will be in touch on Skype 
which will make it  reality for us all. 
 
I am so utterly staggered Mary and Trevor have put so much time, knowledge, expertise and skill into 
our story. I can never thank them enough.  With their help,  I am now creating a family tree. A  
fascinating hobby though I can say it requires the help of these two wonderful people.  
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Real Ale  

To date, the Real Ale Appreciation Group (RAAG) has held 3 virtual tastings via Zoom.  
Fortunately, we have in our midst a renowned IT guru to guide those of us who were  
unfamiliar with the system.  
 
For each tasting, the ‘host’ selected four bottled beers.  Via Zoom we discussed the  
merits of each (as well as putting the world to rights - why don't the world's leaders ever listen to 

our words of wisdom?). Each beer was marked out of 10 by every participant, and at the end a ranking  
order produced. From a Group membership of 14, 11 participated at one or more sessions. Good fun.  Not 
as good as a proper meeting, but better than nothing! 
 

Rod Gray  
 

Thursday Amblers 
 
I am pleased to welcome all Thursday amblers back.  Our first walk on 27 August will be a gentle one,  
leaving from the Quay Theatre Car Park at 10.30am.  The route will be along the Valley Walk, out to  
Bardfield Bridge, back to the Quay via Borley Mill, then the Valley Walk. Please will all those interested in 
coming along confirm by email;  if you do not have email then telephone me.  This will help me to  
co-ordinate numbers to ensure the group conforms to the latest government guidelines.   
 
Our September amble on the 24th will be a walk of approximately 3.5 miles around the west side of Long 
Melford.  We will leave from the car park next to the Old School at 10.30am.  As above, please contact me 
by email or telephone to confirm you will be coming along.  
 

Roger Floodgate   
afloodgate@talktalk.net  Tel: 01787 312904  
 
 

Woodcarving and Book binding 
 
At some point we’ll be able to resume our Friday Woodcarving together at The Jetty.  Now that is  
something to look forward to! 
 
It’s been great to see pictures of pieces some of you have been working on. It’s a pity I don’t have emails 
for all of you so we could all see them. 
 
Meanwhile I’m sorry to report that I have been diagnosed with Blood Myeloma so I’ll be in isolation and 
having chemotherapy until October at least.  It is thus likely that you will have to resume without me. 
 
We need one of you please to volunteer to be our Group Contact - to book the room; take the register; and 
collect our contributions for the room rent.  We also need someone to look after the drinks box, or perhaps 
two of you to share the job. 
 
There is a lot of skill, experience and enthusiasm between you so I fully expect the group to thrive in my 
absence. 
 
I may be up to doing some tool grinding for you if needed - you’re welcome to phone and arrange this. 
 
Best wishes to you all.      
 

Peter Whiteley 
   

Remember the Earnshaws? 
 

Many of you will remember James and Sally, now in their 90s and living in a chalet 
at their daughter’s in Tilbury Juxta Clare.  James held both the U3A Officer  
Secretary and Groups Co-ordinator posts for our U3A and was the author of the 
Group Leaders Handbook, much copied by the Suffolk Network U3As where 
James also held the Treasurer post. He started the Bridge Group, supported by  
Sally, and taught many of our members to play, recruiting experienced players like 
Rod, Roger and later Mike who continued as leader until this year. The group was 
still active until the lockdown.  A few of us original Bridge group members have  

managed to keep in touch since they moved and Rod and I visited them recently. They are very safe where 
they are and cared for by their daughter and a small band of carers. They love seeing SU3AN, which we 
take along, and always ask about how our U3A is doing. 
 

Lyn Gray 
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Some stunning photos taken by members of the Photography 2 group  
in and around Sudbury.   

 
(Due to lack of space some have been held over to the September issue) 

 
 

Evening Sun  -  Bruce Clegg 

Nicola Godwin  -  Peony Andy Edgecombe  -  Poppies 

Reflection of  
Hadleigh Church by  

Dorothy Steeds  

Moon by Pamela Yeend  

And a couple from Richard Thomas of Birdwatching 2 group. 


